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It's great to have plenty of choices when a Bible that's easy on the eyes and the wallet is called
for. All three of these editions feature 15.5-point type that is exceptionally crisp even under
subdued lighting conditions. The Presentation Editions flexible, soft imitation leather
bindingmakes it easy to hold and carry.The Deluxe Edition is a classic "preacher's Bible." Bound
in buttery-soft genuine leather, it is the prefect gift for holding in one's hand while delivering a
sermon or teaching from the Scriptures. This edition fits the bill as a special gift for the preacher,
evangelist or Bible collegegraduate.

From the Back CoverA charming first book of prayers for baby. Makes a wonderful gift for a new
baby. Moms and Grandmoms alike will love this padded, foil-stamped and embossed edition of
My First Book of Prayers. Baby will love it too as soon as Mom starts reading it.About the
AuthorMelody Carlson has written more than 200 books for teens, women, and children. Before
publishing, Melody traveled around the world, volunteered in teen ministry, taught preschool,
raised two sons, and worked briefly in interior design and later in international adoption. "I think
real-life experiences inspire the best fiction," she says. Her wide variety of books seems to prove
this theory.
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Melissa, “A little disappointed that product was not New..... Item is the absolute Word of God,
however I was not made aware that product was in used condition, therefore 4 stars given!
Correction 9-Dec-22: 4 Stars upgraded to 5, as I did not read the advert properly. I am absolutely
in love with this Bible :)”

Robert Taute, “SO FAR, SO GOOD, AWESOME LOOKING BIBLE@. I just got this Bible today
and it is terrific! The print is SO big I don't need my glasses unless I just want to have them on!
Now TO ME (If you're older or have physical issues as I do you might disagree) this Bible IS big,
but not so much that at least for now that I couldn't take it to Church. Will that change? We will
see.Despite it not being a Study Bible per se, it DOES have an article on where we got the
Bible. It DOES have a dictionary and concordance in the back. It DOES have the things Jesus
said on the Cross, and maps in the back. It DOES have a Daily Reading Plan. If you have a
Study Bible you like alongside this one you can go deeper into God's Word, or just let the best
commentary on Scripture be Scripture.The Bible lays down flat so if you're reading on a table,
you're good. Now, there is the possibility that using highlighters might bleed through the psges.
But you can underline and use harder markers if that is the case.I am partial to the KJV because
for 350 plus years that was the Book the English speaking world used. Now we have 100-200
translations and parsphrases and the USA is Biblically illiterate. You can use the dictionary or a
commentary to grasp the hard words. If you are a KJV fan, you should not be disappointed in
just having the text. I liked the Bible so much I took a picture for the first time in all my reviews. I
hope you enjoy!”

JJ, “Rare and beautiful Bible!!. Updated Review:If you want a simple, giant print KJV, uncluttered
with publisher's gimmicks, this is one (it still has the "words of Christ" in red though, and chapter
headings at the top of the page). Another thing that is hard to find is a KJV that is not self-
pronouncing, but this is one as well.The book is huge: pages are 8.5 x 11. The print is large, but
not overwhelming. Overall it is beautiful Bible. A rare find. I think the size of the Bible sets it apart
as a book and is inline with the first publication in 1611 in this respect (it was a big book as
well).I ordered the leather bound and it is nice, I like it; I don't think it is plastic, but I think it is
bonded leather. Some may think it feels like plastic, but I like it, it seems tougher than other
bonded Bibles I have had. It is a bit slippery. The binding has cracked inside about where the last
and first page meets the cover, common with poor bindings. Sad. But after almost two years of
daily use this is all that has happened. I think it is going to hold up ok. The gilding on these is
nice. This ones comes with a box, and the cheaper one does not.We ordered some of the
cheaper ones at $12 or so, and they are a bit poor overall. The covers are like paper not vinyl;
these covers will not last and are ugly. One idea is to cover them in leather with some contact
cement, but we have not tried it. The gilding on the edges is ugly on the cheaper ones as well; it



looks cheap and yellow. But for the price they do have nice Bible paper. Hard call. We still bought
two; These are a rare find at a good price.We have found the best source for travel size KJV
Bibles to be a non-profit: Trinitarian Bible Society. They sell a calfskin leather Bible with a sewn
binding for $30! The text size is OK. It is the "Windsor" item 25U.”

Adrian, “Awesome Book. Awesome All Around Great Product, Customer Service and
Satisfaction”

cerhb6, “Excellent transliterated Bible  . Look, this Bible is massive, which is what I wanted! It
has no extra anything! Just a straight Bible! I have a Bible test that I do to see just how true of a
translation it is. My test consists of 160 different examinations. Out of 160 there were only 4
things wrong! Wow! My super expensive KJV Bible has over 150 things wrong! Amazing!In ths
Bible, every word "Spirit" has a capital "S", too. The old English words are all in tact except for 3.
Here are the fails/flaws that I found...Romans 6:22 - should say, "servants of God"(This Bible
says "servants to God")Genesis 30:37 spelling should be "chesnut" which is of older English...
(This Bible spells it "chestnut")Isaiah 59:17 - spelling should be "cloke"which is of old English...
(This Bible spells it "cloak")Nahum 3:16 - spelling should be "flieth"which is of old English...(This
Bible spells it "fleeth")Other than that, this Bible is almost perfect!Well, His name (one/singular)
of God the Father, and His Son, which is Him in the flesh should be in His proper name of
"Yahwah", too.Remember, our Messiah said in John 10:30,"I and my Father are ONE"(they are
NOT two) (thy Name!)(ONE)So what if the Bible cover is not firm, and of good quality! It's just the
cover!...It needs to be soft anyways, and for the price, it is an excellent buy! What is on the inside
is AMAZING! It passed 156 test out of 160. That is worth everything! An AWESOME
transliteration!  I would recommend this Bible!!!”

littlemissfraidycat, “Gorgeous Bible!. This is a beautiful Bible. As other reviewers have
mentioned, it IS a large book with some heft although not crazy heavy. It does have to be
supported while reading however as the cover is quite flexible. And it is very difficult to find a
USA printed Bible nowadays especially at this price! Note that it does NOT come with ribbon
markers or foiling on the edges but those can easily be added (check YouTube for DIY how tos).
Nice large print for those of us without 20 year old eyesight. Words of Christ in red. Did a lot of
research before purchasing and very happy with this choice!”

Christopher Beadle, “Great good value Bible.. This is a great Bible for those who need larger
print reading material.It is a large and hefty volume indeed, well suited for home use but maybe
a little unwieldy for church, but that is only my opinion as some people may manage quite well
with it.All in all I have no hesitation in recommending this great Bible to anyone,a good value
purchase if ever there was one.”

Crisp, “Good news!. My first reaction when I saw the size of this bible, along with the large text



was "whoaaa, that's a massive bible". Made me feel like a pastor on a pulpit. Took me about 3
days to fully get used to it. I love it; no regrets.”

poemsgalore, “Giant Print Bible. The best Bible I've bought. Giant Print presentation edition with
with red text for Christ's word. Concordance, history of Bible, daily Bible readings and
Reference. You might need a book stand to read it with comfort.”

surfingus, “Excellent. Nice print size making this easier to read. Difficult to say accurately
because there doesn't appear to be a print standard, but the letters are about 3 times the size of
a standard KJ bible and twice the size of a standard book.Also, the text is the traditional King
James text, not a modified version.It is quite big, so is best read, leaning on a table or similar.”

Julie Thomas, “Perfect bible for failing eyes and quality above its price. I bought this bible for my
81 year old father whose sight is failing through probable over use in my opinion, he had
reached the point where an ordinary bible was getting beyond him even with a magnifier. He is
able to read this one comfortably and is much relieved. Personally I am amazed at the quality of
the Bible for the money it feels and looks like a Bible many times its cost, I cannot recommend
this bible to highly for anyone who needs a large print hand held Bible”

The book by Libby Riddles has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 1,434 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Paperback: 1280 pages
Grade level: Preschool - 2
Item Weight: 3.45 pounds
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